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Seal Point Male 
A 6 year old seal point male of outstanding Birman type.  Massive build, long in 
the body, muscular with very good boning. Looking good today, a perfect 
gentleman and expertly groomed for the show.  Broad rounded skull, the rich 
seal brown ears wide at their base, are set well apart on the head.  Required 
slight dip to the profile, the nose leather is dark brown.  The bite level, the chin 
is firm and tapers well, strong rounded muzzle.  Medium clear blue eyes are 
almost round not bold.  The full dense seal brown mask covers his wide rounded 
cheeks, tracings to the ears.  The gloves are full, the right glove being a little 
more generous than the left.  Back socks almost match, sparkling white large 
gauntlets, they taper well and finish just below the hocks.   The legs are medium 
in length and very thick set, the paws are short and strong.  Uniform dense seal 
brown points colouring on the front legs.  Full silky soft beige body coat, clear 
unshaded under parts and slightly curled tummy fur.    Pale beige thick medium 
length ruff around his neck and front of chest, generating dramatic masculine 
contrasts.  Clear under parts and slightly curled tummy fur.  The rich seal brown 
well furnished tail is a good length, and balances his strong body.  A fine 
example of a Birman in his prime. 
 
 
 
Blue Point male 
A mature entire 5 year old blue point male Birman, of very good type.  
Substantial proportions shown in excellent condition.  The body is long and 
massive, the strong frame feels muscular and well covered.  Broad rounded skull, 
the medium blue-grey ears are set well apart on the head.  Wide rounded cheeks, 
strong muzzle, I would prefer the chin to be stronger.  Correct profile, level 
bite the nose leather is slate grey.  The mask is dense blue-grey, covering the 
entire face and is connected to the ears by tracings.  Very masculine gentleman, 
the expressive almost round eyes are a very good shade of deep blue.  Excellent 
pure white symmetrical feet markings, the front gloves finishing evenly across 
the angle formed by the paw.  Medium length back socks, the full gauntlets 
taper to a point finishing just below the hocks.  The medium length thick set 
legs, show even blue-grey points colouring.  Full bushy medium length blue grey 
tail to balance the body.  The body coat is silky soft and full, shading apparent 
across shoulders and back but bluish white at roots.  Full ruff surrounds his 
head and down chest, so nice to see.  Clear under parts and slightly curled 
tummy fur.  Expert show preparation, not a hair out of place.  The temperament 
is so laid back and gentle.  
 

mature male 


